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Outlet box extender install

When I set up my wooden slab wall for my master bedroom redesign, I realized that the sockets would no longer sit flush with the new wall treatment. This is a super simple solution and takes very little time. I went to Lowe's and took some socket extenders. There are several different types of extenders to choose from, but I went with these because they are
easy to install and less than 3 dollars for a package of two. Basically, you only want an outlet box with an open back. When you pick up a package of it, they are hooked together and look like a unit. They easily fall apart when you only need one, so don't get annoyed. They also come with extended screws to reach the old outlet box. Please excuse the mess.
When this was done, there was still a lot going on. Every time you work with something electrical, it is best to turn off the power supply for the area where you work. I did not follow this practice because I am a rebel and because I learned bad habits from my father. If you do not want to turn off the power when adding the extenders, be careful not to touch the
screws on the side of the jacks. You will get ya. And no, that was not learned from experience. Anyway, they outlet coverage should already be removed by this point, but if it isn't, this is your first step. Next, remove the screws that hold the jack in the outlet box and pull out the jack a little. You slide the extender around the container and position it in the old
outlet box so that it sits flush on the wall. This is very easy to do for plug outputs. When you place an extender on a phone jack, you need to remove a few screws on the back of the jack and disconnect the wires from the face plate to push the extender. It's not difficult at all, it just takes a few extra steps. Once your extender is in place, re-screw your jack
back into position as it was before you added the extender. I found that the longer screws that came with the extenders were not long enough to reach the original outlet box. I went back to the store and bought a pack of 2 flat head screws that fit into the holder. I opened them before I remembered that I needed a picture of them. Sorry! Don't worry if there's a
little more space around the extender box. As long as you have cuts in the wood (or tiles, or whatever you have placed on the wall) lined up with the original holes, your outlet covers will cover. This wall treatment is on a wall, which is also an outer wall. To help with energy efficiency, I bought some outlet sealers. They are small foam cut-outs that cover all
openings where air could enter or exit. They are inexpensive and suitable for a variety of electric lights. You simply hold them over the socket and screw screw Outlet cover on top. When you're done, it will look like the sockets have always been like this. Don't forget to turn on your power again! Within about five minutes, when I looked at the brand new
drystone wall in my basement, I had a slight freak-out attack. If you put your electric boxes far behind during your basement finishing project, these expansion pieces will save you! The drywall workers have done nothing wrong. They had bricked the wall as dry as I had framed it. This problem was that I had set the blue power box deep in the stud. So when I
went to install an outlet switch or plug, it wasn't flush with the drywall. In some cases, they were so far back that I couldn't even screw on a cover plate. I really had a little freak down stairs in the basement. I threw stuff, cursed a storm and hit Back Miller Lights and thought all this little problem needed some beer. Despite my drunken tirade, the problem hasn't
gone away. I realized that my only solution was to cut off part of the drywall, tear out the power box, and then reinstall it closer to the front of the stud. I had about 15 different light switches or plugs that would need a setting of any kind. This should last the whole weekend! But then it hit me. Like Gallagher's sledgehammer to a watermelon. All I have to do is
expand the electric box. The wiring itself had a lot of length. The box can stay exactly where it is, I just need to extend it a little bit so I can install the switches and plugs safely! From Home Depot, I went all the way back to the electrical area. Have you ever noticed how the electrical section is usually off in the back? What's going on with that? I searched
everywhere, but saw nothing. This Home Depot near my office had an easy display to find. In my local shop they were hidden near the blue power boxes. Now, as a man and a strong wiseman, I do NOT ask for help. In almost all circumstances I would rather be kicked in the head by a horse. But... They either asked for help or spent the weekend tearing out
drywall and reinstalling electric boxes. So I flagged down an orange apron. There they were. Only simple small plastic frames. Different sizes and colors (why different colors... no freakin' hint). Problem solved! Extra Long Cover Plate Screws I think they also sell up to 2 long. The normal size will not work, I think it is only half or Oh, don't forget to buy extra
long cover screws, one to two inches should do it. Or, if you can, just do a better job to get the depth of the box right in the first place. Just remember, but it's easy to extend a box, almost impossible to make it shorter. So errors on the side of caution. Whether it's a box for light switches or plugs, everyone has a depth indicator. You just need to follow this
meter as best you can. Not sure which boxes Buy? Check out the mail on electric boxes. My 2 OCD Quirks This was just one example. In my finished basement, all screws are perfectly matched to each other! So my two OCD moments are.... 1. Light switches that do not have the correct revealing depth. 2. Uneven cover screws. I just can't help myself. If I
have a coin in my pocket and pass a light cover with misaligned screws, I have to stop a correction. The revealing edge on the switch can be a little more difficult to fix. Sometimes you can tighten the cover far enough to bend the metal a little (always get metal switch plates, plastic is for suckers!). Other times it is too deep and you need to install an extender
to fix it (turning the power supply first!!!) So look, you don't have a heart attack if this happens to you. And don't advise your drywall crew if it's really your fault. Just remember this post and go to solve your problem for about .83 cents. Cheers - Jason Extend Your Learning (see what I did there): You sign up... Come to the Internet, it's GO TIME! Free
Basement Cost Estimator Here is the deal if you give me your email address (your good, not the fake one you have for male enhancement pills) I will send you some great basement content about once a week. Free Basement Cost Estimator Follow the Big Dog Spartipp 7 Basement Finishing Secrets (the professionals won't tell them) You know what? You're
about to get a new friend, me! I hate spam, your email is safe. Unsubscribe, whenever, no hard feelings. - Jason signing her up... Come to the Internet, it's GO TIME! Free Basement Cost Estimator Here is the deal if you give me your email address (your good, not the fake one you have for male enhancement pills) I will send you some great basement
content about once a week. Free Basement Cost Estimator Follow the Big Dog Spartipp 7 Basement Finishing Secrets (the professionals won't tell you) Click on the button below to sign me up, I hate spam, your email is safe. Unsubscribe, whenever, no hard feelings. - Jason signing her up... Come to the Internet, it's GO TIME! Free Basement Cost Estimator
Here is the deal if you give me your email address (your good, not the fake one you have for male enhancement pills) I will send you some great basement content about once a week. Free Basement Cost Estimator Follow the Big Dog Spartipp 7 Basement Finishing Secrets (the pros won't tell you) Today I'll show you how to add an outlet extender. On
Monday, I showed you how easy it is to panels. The only thing that will slow you down is when you run into a light switch or a power outlet. But, this is easy by cutting a hole in the material to fix. Materials: (I have included affiliate links for your convenience. I earn a small percentage of a purchase with these links. There are no additional costs for you. You can
read more about affiliate links here.) Difficulty: Simple, but requires the use of some performance performance and turn off the power. Important: First turn off the power outlet you are working on and check the power outlet for power. After you are sure that the power is off, remove the face plate. How do you know where to cut your hole? Do you have eyeballs
it? Cross your thumbs? I like it, pucker and kiss it for good luck! Just a joke, but I grab my bright red lipstick tube. Use the lipstick to draw the edges of the outlets. Then set up the wall plate and press it against the outlet. When you remove the panel lipstickmarks will be left where the output is. (Note: The flow wall has recessed areas so that only the upper
outlet is displayed.) Place the outlet cover over the lipstick print and track the outer edge. You will notice in the image below that I have drawn a line slightly within the tracing of the outlet cover. I use this line to cut open so you don't see the junction box hole after the face plate has been replaced. Use a 1/2 inch (or larger) spade drill to cut holes in every
corner of the trace. Insert the jigsaw into one of the pre-drilled holes and start cutting the rectangle. Work your way until you return to where you started. Now you have a hole for your outlet! If you're more of a video learner, here's a video showing this technique on a piece of pearl board: Check the fit on your wall. Perfecto! But wait, it's not perfect when you
try to get the outlet face plate back on. If you add any depth to your walls (from tiles, wainscoting, wall treatments, or a flow wall), you'll probably need to expand your outlet box. Remove the top and bottom screws from your outlet. Carefully but tightly, tighten the outlet in front of the junction box. Thread your outlet extender over the outlet and wires. Press the
extender into the box until it is flush with the new wall. The extender should fit in the original outlet box. If there is a gap between the two, you may need a deeper extender. Replace the outlet with the longer screws supplied with the outlet extender. Screw the face plate back on and... Finished! Wasn't that too hard? Now you can continue adding the Flow Wall
panels ;-). Stay tuned for the last laundry reveal. You don't want to miss it! Pin for later! Facebook Twitter Twitter
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